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Purpose and Background of the Research
In the trial process, the intellectual tasks that the judges are carrying out are roughly divided into the fact finding process, the subsumption process, and the judgement process. The fact finding process is a process of recognizing facts actually occurred in the case from evidence, the subsumption process is a process of making the facts correspond to legal concepts, and the judgement process is a process of making a judgement according to the legal concepts corresponding the facts based on legal rules. Furthermore, in court cases, there are conflicting structures of plaintiffs and defendants, and prosecutors and an accused. Therefore, in the trial process, various complicated high-order inferences are executed, and more accurate and prompt high order inference should be realized by support by artificial intelligence.

For this research, we aim to develop a system that supports advanced reasoning by using the following fundamental technologies and a system that analyzes argumentation in each process (Figure 1).

1. Fact finding process support system using evidence reasoning based on Bayesian network
2. Subsumption process support system by acquiring subsumption rules based on natural language processing
3. Judgement process support system by extending the existing civil code reasoning system PROLEG to handle criminal cases and administrative cases
4. Argumentation analysis system based on argumentation theory

In FY2017, we investigate technologies of each trial process and argumentation analysis and the law scholar group considers the virtual judicial cases which can be used commonly in each process. In FY2018, we construct a prototype system and confirm each process execution using the above virtual judicial cases. In FY2019, we integrate each system and verify whether we can comprehensively solve the entire virtual judicial case, and the legal school group will evaluate the result. In FY2020, this system is applied to actual cases (including both civil and criminal). In FY2021, we ask the attorneys to use this system to verify applicability.

Expected Research Achievements and Scientific Significance
If this research is successful, we can improve the accuracy and the efficiency of the judicial system using AI technology and increase the trust for the judicial system. This allows the public to access the judicial system easily, and it can be expected that a proper society (legalized society) will be created in which dispute resolution by law is properly considered.
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